
Cliffside Refiners Limited Partnership Meeting 

March 12, 2019 @ 10:00 AM 

Attendees: 

(Cliffside) Emress B. Mark M. Brad H. Tim D. Barry S.  
  Rodney C. 

(Downtown) Alex C.  

(NOC)  Heath M.  

(CRLP) Nick D.  Nick H. (Linde) Bobby S. (Praxair)   
  Tony K. (Praxair)  

Roll Call 

 Noted 

Antitrust Issues 

Nick D.-Provided to list of attendees on call, if anyone has any questions please let me know 

1. Booster Compressor 
Nick D.-Still the same major items to discuss.  Posting of solicitation went out last 
Tuesday.  Questions and comments due back today, proposal due back Wednesday.  
Project update Alex. 
Alex C.-The big thing that came up over the last week was that they looked at the level of 
the skid and it is off level.  Brad’s team took some pictures and information and sent it to 
Brent Zeigler.  He said we should be hearing back on that in the next couple of days.  Air 
Products work is going according to schedule. 
Nick D.-Is it on one skid or multiple skids? 
Barry S.-There is one main skid and I’m not sure if I understand why the actual skid 
level unless it is way out is a factor if you can adjust the leveling blocks under the 
compressor and the motor to level it that way. 
Nick D.-Setting the stage for an outage is still depending on the solicitation and response.  
Period of work begins as early as March 20th and allowed for 4 weeks of work 7 days/24 
hours schedule.  How good is that start date given the response, proposal, and so forth. 
Heath M.-That is the target date, it could move either direction.  I can’t guarantee 
anything.  I’m just doing the best I can to move this along.   
Nick D.-Do we want to put a stake in the ground and think about a start date for the 
shutdown? 



Tony K.-At this point it may make sense to put a matrix together and see who is 
available in March and April.  I keep hearing that we want to get everything done on our 
annual outage list. 
Nick D.-Right that is my understanding.  We do have Easter considerations coming up as 
well so if that would be an impact on work schedule we need to figure that out too. 
Heath M.-That is something that Alex and Sam need to discuss.  They give me the dates 
to work with and then I send that out. 
Nick D.-Your 28 day window is what it is there are holidays then it doesn’t matter. 
Heath M.-If they run over due to a holiday then we will pay for it I’m not worried about 
it. 
Nick D.-For example the week of April 8th we could work for and possibly the week of 
April 22nd.  So Monday the 8th, Monday the 22nd, and Monday the 29th as the most likely 
to take the outage. 
Nick H.-My view is that we need to get this done as soon as possible.  Starting end of 
April means it won’t be running until middle of May at best.  Do you have to go to small 
business on this one?  The date needs to be earlier rather than later.  
Heath M.-We are required to give every opportunity to small business, if we don’t use a 
small business we have to give justification.  I am not concerned about a small business 
being able to do it.   
Nick D.-So we could put a stake in the ground for April 8th, shutdown for 7 days, restart 
April 12th.   
I saw Bobby you and Mark and Barry are working out a schedule for your March Visit. 
 


